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SYSTEMS OF PARALLEL COMMUNICATING
RESTARTING AUTOMATA

Marcel Vollweiler1 and Friedrich Otto1
Abstract. Several types of systems of parallel communicating restarting automata are introduced and studied. The main result shows that,
for all types of restarting automata X, centralized systems of restarting automata of type X have the same computational power as noncentralized systems of restarting automata of the same type and the
same number of components. This result is proved by a direct simulation. In addition, it is shown that for one-way restarting automata
without auxiliary symbols, systems of degree at least two are more powerful than the component automata themselves. Finally, a lower and an
upper bound are given for the expressive power of systems of parallel
communicating restarting automata.
Mathematics Subject Classification. 68Q45.

1. Introduction
Here we deﬁne and investigate systems of parallel communicating restarting
automata in detail. These systems, which were announced in [4], combine two
well-known concepts: the restarting automaton and the problem solving strategy
known as classroom model.
The restarting automaton was originally developed by Jančar et al. to model
the linguistic technique of “analysis by reduction” [6]. This technique is used for
checking the syntactical correctness of sentences of a natural language with free
word order. A given sentence is simpliﬁed stepwise by a sequence of local rewrite
steps until either a correct core sentence is obtained or until an error is located.
Meanwhile, many variants and extentions of the original model of the restarting
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automaton have been deﬁned, relating them to various well-known classes of formal languages (see [13] for an overview). Also cooperating distributed systems of
restarting automata have been studied. In these systems, several components work
together in processing an input string in a sequential manner [8]. These systems
are closely related to nonforgetting restarting automata [8], and recently it has
been shown that some classes of trace languages can be characterized by certain
types of cooperating distributed systems of a very simple kind of restarting automaton [10, 11].
While the cooperating distributed systems can be seen as an abstraction of the
problem solving strategy known as blackboard model, in which a ﬁnite group of
agents take turns in working on a solution of a common instance of some problem,
the parallel communicating systems are an abstraction of the classroom model,
where a ﬁnite group of agents work in a parallel manner, each on its own copy
of a common instance of some problem. While they work in parallel, but independently of each other, the agents (the components) are allowed to exchange
information by passing messages (see, e.g., [2]). Parallel communicating systems
have been introduced in the context of phrase-structure grammars in [15]. These
so-called parallel communicating grammar systems are discussed in detail in [2].
Since then, also parallel communicating systems of ﬁnite-state automata [7] or
pushdown automata [3] have been studied.
Here we combine a ﬁnite set of restarting automata into a parallel communicating system (PC system). These restarting automata, which are called the components of the PC system, work in parallel and independently of each other on their
own working tapes (starting with the same input), but they can exchange information by sending and receiving messages. There are various options for realizing
this message passing. Here we use particular internal states, called communication
states, to realize a communication in the form of a two-way handshake.
Our communication protocol is quite diﬀerent from those of the above mentioned PC systems. There, the components work in a synchronous way, i.e., there
is a global clock that forces all components to execute exactly one computation step
in each unit of time. Synchronization can be seen as hidden communication. For
instance, a PC system of ﬁnite automata with three components is able to accept
a non-contextfree language without any (explicit) communication by simply using
synchronization [7]. As synchronization is not natural for distributed systems, the
local computations of the components of our systems are not synchronized. This
means that the numbers of steps of the local computations of two components that
are executed between two communications may diﬀer. Moreover, the communication of the mentioned PC systems is one-directional, i.e., only the component that
requests some information from another component determines when and with
which other component a communication takes place. The component that sends
information to the requesting one is not aware of that communication and thus
is only passively involved in that communication step. In addition, particularly
in PC systems of ﬁnite automata, the requesting component forgets everything
about its previous computation in each computation step. Here, we want to avoid
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these particular properties. Therefore, we use a completely diﬀerent asynchronous
point-to-point communication protocol for PC systems of restarting automata.
This protocol was also applied for PC systems of ﬁnite automata (asynchronous
PC systems of ﬁnite automata [16]) and (in a modiﬁed version) for PC systems of
pushdown automata (asynchronous PC systems of pushdown automata [14]).
In general, a communication can occur between any two components of a PC
system. If there is a particular component, called the master of the system, such
that all communications involve this component, then the PC system is called
centralized. While for PC grammar systems and (synchronous) PC systems of
deterministic ﬁnite automata the centralized variants are in general less powerful
than the non-centralized variants, we will see that for PC systems of restarting
automata, the centralized variants have exactly the same computational power
as the non-centralized variants. In fact, our main result states that each noncentralized system of degree n ≥ 2 of restarting automata of any type X can be
simulated by a centralized system of the same degree of restarting automata of
the same type X. As it turns out it is the fact that by each restart operation, the
state of a restarting automaton is reset to its initial state that causes the main
problems for this simulation.
This paper is organized as follows. After restating in short the necessary notions and notation on restarting automata, we deﬁne the PC systems of restarting
automata (PCRA systems, for short), and explain in detail the way in which they
work, using a simple example. In Section 3, we state our main result and provide
a rather detailed proof. Then we compare the computational power of PCRA systems to the power of restarting automata in Section 4, and to that of systems of
parallel communicating ﬁnite automata and of multi-head automata in Section 5.
In this way, the power of PCRA systems is related to the space complexity classes
L (deterministic logarithmic space), NL (nondeterministic logarithmic space), and
CSL (nondeterministic linear space).

2. Restarting automata and PCRA systems
A restarting automaton M consists of a ﬁnite-state control and a ﬂexible tape
with a read/write window. Formally, it is described by an 8-tuple M = (Q, Σ,
Γ, c| , $, q0 , k, δ), where Q is a ﬁnite set of states, Σ is a ﬁnite input alphabet,
Γ is a ﬁnite tape alphabet containing Σ, and q0 ∈ Q is the initial state. The
symbols in Γ  Σ are called auxiliary symbols, the symbols c| , $ ∈ Γ are used as
left and right delimiters of the tape, and the integer k ≥ 1 denotes the size of
the read/write window. Further, δ is a transition relation that assigns ﬁnite sets of
possible operations to pairs of the form (p, α), where p ∈ Q and α ∈ {ε, c| }·Γ ∗ ·{ε, $}
is a possible content of the window. Here ε denotes the empty word.
There are ﬁve diﬀerent operations that M can use:
– A move-left step is of the form (q, MVL) ∈ δ(p, α). It causes M to change into
state q and to move the window one position to the left. However, the window
cannot move, if it already contains the left delimiter c| .
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– A move-right step is of the form (q, MVR) ∈ δ(p, α). It causes M to change into
state q and to move the window one position to the right. However, the window
cannot move, if it just contains the right delimiter $.
– A rewrite step is of the form (q, β) ∈ δ(p, α), where |β| < |α|. It causes M
to change into state q, to replace α by β, thereby also shortening the tape
accordingly, and to move the window immediately to the right of β. Some
restrictions apply in that the symbols c| and $ cannot be rewritten.
– A restart step is of the form Restart ∈ δ(p, α). It causes M to change into the
initial state q0 and to reposition the window on the left end of the tape.
– An accept step is of the form Accept ∈ δ(p, α). It causes M to halt and accept.
If δ(p, α) = ∅, then M gets stuck (without acceptance) in a corresponding situation. It is required that in any computation, rewrite and restart steps occur
alternatingly, with a rewrite step coming ﬁrst. In general, a restarting automaton
M is nondeterministic, but if δ is a (partial) function, then M is a deterministic
restarting automaton.
A conﬁguration κ of a restarting automaton M is either of the form κ = Accept,
which is called an accepting conﬁguration, or of the form κ = αqβ, where q ∈ Q
and either α = ε and β ∈ {c| }·Γ ∗ ·{$} or α ∈ {c| }·Γ ∗ and β ∈ Γ ∗ ·{$}. Here q is the
current state of M , and αβ is the current tape content with the window containing
the ﬁrst k symbols of β, if |β| ≥ k, or all symbols of β including the right end
marker $, otherwise. For an input word w ∈ Σ ∗ , q0 c| w$ is the corresponding initial
conﬁguration, and any conﬁguration of the form q0 c| u$ with u ∈ Γ ∗ is called a
restarting conﬁguration.
The transition relation δ induces a binary relation M on the set of conﬁgurations of M , the so-called single-step computation relation. Its reﬂexive and
transitive closure M∗ is the computation relation of M . The language L(M ) that
is accepted by M is deﬁned as L(M ) = { w ∈ Σ ∗ | q0 c| w$ M∗ Accept }.
The behaviour of a restarting automaton M can be described informally as follows: beginning in a restarting conﬁguration q0 c| u$ for some u ∈ Γ ∗ (this includes
in particular the initial conﬁgurations), M can move its window along the tape,
then it rewrites a part of the tape, then it can move the window again, and then
M performs a restart step. This takes M back into a restarting conﬁguration, and
so this process can be repeated until an accepting conﬁguration is reached or until
M gets stuck.
The type of restarting automaton deﬁned above is called an RLWW-automaton.
By putting additional restrictions on the deﬁnition, various restricted types of
restarting automata can be obtained. An RRWW-automaton is an RLWW-automaton that is not allowed to use any MVL-steps. Thus, apart from the restart steps,
such an automaton can move its window only from left to right. Accordingly,
this type is also called a one-way restarting automaton. An RWW-automaton is an
RRWW-automaton that has to restart immediately after performing a rewrite step.
In other words, an RWW-automaton is not allowed to move the window between
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a rewrite and a restart step, and hence, the rewrite and the restart steps can be
merged into a single operation for these automata. Furthermore, also the rewrite
operation can be restricted. An RLWW-automaton (RRWW-, RWW-automaton) is
an RLW-automaton (RRW-, RW-automaton), if no auxiliary symbols are available,
that is, if Σ = Γ . Finally, an RLW-automaton (RRW-, RW-automaton) is an RLautomaton (RR-, R-automaton), if all its rewrite operations are of the form (q, β  ) ∈
δ(p, β), where β  is a scattered subword of β. This means that β  can be obtained by
deleting one or more symbols from β. To simplify the notation in what follows, we
set T = {RLW W, RLW, RL, RRW W, RRW, RR, RW W, RW, R}. To denote types
of deterministic restarting automata, we use the preﬁx det. Thus, a deterministic
automaton of type X ∈ T is a det-X-automaton. The class of languages that are
accepted by any automaton of type (det-)X, X ∈ T , is denoted by L((det-)X).
Now we come to the main deﬁnition of this paper. A system of parallel communicating restarting automata (a PCRA system, for short) of degree n is given by an
n-tuple M = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ), where Mi = (Qi , Σ, Γi , c| , $, qi , ki , δi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
are restarting automata, which are called the components of the system. The system M works as follows. Given an input w ∈ Σ ∗ , all components start from their
corresponding initial conﬁgurations for input w. They perform local operations,
concurrently and independently of each other. At some point, a component Mi
may request information from another component Mj , or Mj may have information for Mi . The former situation is realized by Mi entering a special internal
state reqjd , called a request state, where the superscript j indicates that Mi needs
information from Mj , and the subscript d is some local information that Mi wants
to remember. The other situation is realized by Mj entering a special internal
state resid ,c , called a response state, where the superscript i indicates that Mj has
information for Mi , the subscript c encodes this particular information, and the
subscript d is some local information that Mj wants to remember.
If Mi is in state reqjd and Mj is in state resid ,c , then a communication takes place:
Mi enters the internal state recjd,c , which is called a receive state, indicating that
it has received information c from Mj , and Mj enters its internal state ackid ,c ,
called an acknowledge state, which indicates that it has just sent information c
to Mi . Observe how the superscripts of these states of Mi and Mj indicate the
communication partners, the subscript c encodes the information transmitted, and
the subscripts d and d denote local information that is preserved by the communication step. If only one of Mi and Mj is in the internal state indicated above, then
this component is suspended until the other component reaches its corresponding
internal state. If that never happens, then the former component is blocked for the
rest of the computation. However, also with one or more blocked components, the
system continues with the computation using only the non-blocked components.
Accordingly, we assume that, for each component Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the set of internal
states Qi contains a ﬁnite number of communication states, that is, request states,
response states, receive states, and acknowledge states. Notice that there are only
ﬁnitely many communication states altogether, which implies that the number of
diﬀerent messages c that are communicated by any communication is ﬁnite, too.
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As a communication step can be executed, if and only if a component Mi
reaches a request state reqjd through its local computation, and the component
Mj reaches a corresponding response state resid ,c , we admit transition steps of the
form reqjd ∈ δi (q, α) and resjd,c ∈ δi (q, α) for all components Mi . By a communication step, the component Mi being in state reqjd is put into a receive state recjd,c ,
and the component Mj is put into the acknowledge state ackid ,c , whereby they keep
the current window positions. Thereafter, both components continue with their independent local computations. Thus, the receive and acknowledge states can be
interpreted as the successor states of the request and response states, respectively.
The type of the components of a PCRA system determines the type of the
system. If all its components are restarting automata of type X for some X ∈ T ,
then the system is said to be of type PC-X, and is called a PC-X-system. A system of type X and degree n is called a PC-X(n)-system. Moreover, if the size of
the windows of all components is limited by the constant k, then we talk about
PC-X(n, k)-systems.
For a formal description of the behaviour of a PCRA system, we need to deﬁne
the concepts of conﬁgurations and computations. A conﬁguration of a PCRA system M = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) of degree n is an n-tuple K = (κ1 , κ2 , . . . , κn ), where
κi is a conﬁguration of component Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For an input word w ∈ Σ ∗ ,
the corresponding initial conﬁguration of M is K0 = (q1 c| w$, q2 c| w$, . . . , qn c| w$),
where qi denotes the initial state of Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and each conﬁguration that
includes a component Accept is called an accepting conﬁguration. A computational
step of M is described by the binary relation M . Let K = (κ1 , κ2 , . . . , κn ) and
K  = (κ1 , κ2 , . . . , κn ) be two conﬁgurations. Then K M K  if and only if, for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, one of the following conditions holds:
1. κi Mi κi (a local computation step);
2. ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}  {i} : κi = ui reqjdi vi , κj = uj residj ,c vj ,
κi = ui recjdi ,c vi , κj = uj ackidj ,c vj
(a communication);
j
3. ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}  {i} : κi = ui resdi ,c vi , κj = uj reqidj vj ,
κi = ui ackjdi ,c vi , κj = uj recidj ,c vj
(a communication);
4. κi = κi , κi = Accept, and no local operation (MVR, MVL, rewrite, or restart)
or communication is possible for Mi .
Observe that the fourth item above leads to a non-synchronous behaviour of local
computations, as a component can wait arbitrarily long for the execution of a
communication. This implies in particular that a component does not know the
exact number of local steps that its communication partner has executed since the
last communication took place. Thus, the only synchronization between various
components is by explicit communications.
In addition, a component is only allowed to keep its current conﬁguration, if it
either waits for a communication or if it is stuck. Whenever a local computation
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step or a communication is possible, it is executed immediately. Thus, the only
reason why the conﬁguration of a system is not changed during a computation
step is that all components are stuck or are in a communication deadlock.
∗
The reﬂexive and transitive closure M
of the relation M is the computation
relation of M, and the language accepted by a PCRA system M with input
alphabet Σ is deﬁned as
∗
L(M) = { w ∈ Σ ∗ | (q1 c| w$, . . . , qn c| w$) M
(κ1 , . . . , κn ) and
{κ1 , . . . , κn } ∩ {Accept} = ∅ }.

The class of languages accepted by PC-X-systems is denoted by L(PC-X). A
PCRA system is called centralized, if every communication involves the ﬁrst component, which is then called the master of the system, that is, every communication
takes place between the master and some other component. We use the preﬁx c
to denote centralized PCRA systems, that is, a cPC-X-system is a centralized PCX-system. In a centralized system, the superscripts of the communication states
(that denote the communication partner) can be omitted (except for the master).
The class of languages accepted by cPC-X-systems is denoted by L(cPC-X).
A PCRA system is called nondeterministic, if at least one of its components
is nondeterministic. If all components are deterministic, then the system is called
deterministic, which is denoted by the preﬁx det.
We close this section with a detailed example of a PCRA system.
Example 2.1. Let Lpal = {w#wR | w ∈ {a, b}+} be the marked mirror language.
This language is accepted by a PC-R-system M = (M1 , M2 ) that consists of two
deterministic components with window size one. System M behaves as follows,
where the numbers in brackets correspond to the transitions used (see below):
initially, M1 moves its window two steps to the right, storing the ﬁrst symbol to
the right of the c| -symbol within its internal control (1). The automaton M2 moves
its window initially one step to the right (14). Now, the window of M1 is exactly
one position further to the right as the window of M2 .
If the second symbol to the right of the c| -symbol is the #-symbol, then M1
checks whether the tape content is of the form c| a#a$ or c| b#b$. In the aﬃrmative M1 accepts (2−4). Otherwise, both windows move right stepwise and synchronously until M1 reads the #-symbol (5−8 and 15−18). The window of M2 is
now exactly on the last symbol to the left of #.
Then, M1 moves across the # (9), reads the ﬁrst symbol of the second syllable,
and sends it to M2 (10). So M1 and M2 can compare the symbols positioned directly before and behind the #-symbol. If both symbols are diﬀerent, then M2 gets
stuck, and M1 cannot accept anymore. If both symbols are equal, then M1 deletes
the ﬁrst symbol of the second syllable (11), applies a restart operation (12), moves
its window again two steps to the right (1), and requests information from M2 .
In parallel, M2 sends a message to M1 telling it to delete a symbol of the ﬁrst
syllable (19). Thus, M1 deletes the current symbol from the tape (5, 13) and applies one more restart. Meanwhile M2 deletes the symbol to the left of # and also
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applies a restart operation (20, 21). Now the computation is repeated with the
modiﬁed tape contents.
Observe that M2 never reads or changes the second syllable, and the window
of M2 never moves across the #-symbol. On the other hand, M1 not only works
on the second syllable during the comparison, but it shortens the ﬁrst syllable as
well, so that the leftmost syllables of both, M1 and M2 , have the same length.
This is important for counting the number of MVR steps, so that the window of
M2 is positioned exactly one position before #. For that, M1 deletes the second
symbol of the ﬁrst syllable after each comparison. Thus, the ﬁrst symbol of the
ﬁrst syllable remains unchanged and can therefore be used in the last cycle, where
M1 compares this symbol with the last symbol of the second syllable.
Formally, M1 and M2 are deﬁned as follows:
M1 = ({q0 , q1 , q2 , qa , qa2 , qb , qb2 , qe , req, recmvr , resmvr , ackmvr , resa , resb , acka , ackb ,
qr , recdel }, {a, b, #}, {a, b, #}, c| , $, q0 , 1, δ1 ) with δ1 deﬁned as follows:
1) δ1 (q0 , c| ) = (q0 , MVR), δ1 (q0 , a) = (qa , MVR), δ1 (q0 , b) = (qb , MVR),
2) δ1 (qa , #) = (qa2 , MVR), δ1 (qb , #) = (qb2 , MVR),
3) δ1 (qa2 , a) = (qe , MVR), δ1 (qb2 , b) = (qe , MVR),
4) δ1 (qe , $) = Accept,
5) δ1 (qa , a) = δ1 (qa , b) = δ1 (qb , a) = δ1 (qb , b) = req,
6) δ1 (recmvr , a) = δ1 (recmvr , b) = (q1 , MVR),
7) δ1 (q1 , a) = δ1 (q1 , b) = δ1 (q1 , #) = resmvr ,
8) δ1 (ackmvr , a) = δ1 (ackmvr , b) = (q1 , MVR),
9) δ1 (ackmvr , #) = (q2 , MVR),
10) δ1 (q2 , a) = resa , δ1 (q2 , b) = resb ,
11) δ1 (acka , a) = δ1 (ackb , b) = (qr , ε),
12) δ1 (qr , a) = δ1 (qr , b) = δ1 (qr , #) = Restart,
13) δ1 (recdel , a) = δ1 (recdel , b) = (qr , ε),
M2
=
({q0 , q1 , qr , resmvr , ackmvr , recmvr , req, reca , recb , resdel , ackdel }, {a, b, #},
{a, b, #}, c| , $, q0 , 1, δ2 ), where δ2 is deﬁned as follows:
14) δ2 (q0 , c| ) = (q0 , MVR),
15) δ2 (q0 , a) = δ2 (q0 , b) = resmvr ,
16) δ2 (ackmvr , a) = δ2 (ackmvr , b) = req,
17) δ2 (recmvr , a) = δ2 (recmvr , b) = (q1 , MVR),
18) δ2 (q1 , a) = δ2 (q1 , b) = req,
19) δ2 (reca , a) = δ2 (recb , b) = resdel ,
20) δ2 (ackdel , a) = δ2 (ackdel , b) = (qr , ε),
21) δ2 (qr , a) = δ2 (qr , b) = δ2 (qr , #) = Restart.
A computation of M for the input word ab#ba is shown in Figure 1.
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M
M
M
M
M
M
M

q0 c| ab#ba$)
(q0 c| ab#ba$,
(c| q0 ab#ba$,
c| q0 ab#ba$)
(c| aqa b#ba$,
c| resmvr ab#ba$)
(c| areqb#ba$,
c| resmvr ab#ba$)
(c| arecmvr b#ba$, c| ackmvr ab#ba$)
(c| abq1 #ba$,
c| reqab#ba$)
(c| abresmvr #ba$, c| reqab#ba$)
(c| abackmvr #ba$, c| recmvr ab#ba$)
(c| ab#q2 ba$,
c| aq1 b#ba$)
(c| ab#resb ba$, c| areqb#ba$)
(c| ab#ackb ba$, c| arecb b#ba$)
(c| ab#qr a$,
c| aresdel b#ba$)

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
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(q0 c| ab#a$,
c| aresdel b#ba$)
(c| q0 ab#a$,
c| aresdel b#ba$)
(c| aqa b#a$,
c| aresdel b#ba$)
(c| areqb#a$, c| aresdel b#ba$)
(c| arecdel b#a$, c| aackdel b#ba$)
(c| aqr #a$,
c| aqr #ba$)
(q0 c| a#a$,
q0 c| a#ba$)
(c| q0 a#a$,
c| q0 a#ba$)
(c| aqa #a$,
c| resmvr a#ba$)
(c| a#qa2 a$,
c| resmvr a#ba$)
(c| a#aqe $,
c| resmvr a#ba$)
(Accept,
c| resmvr a#ba$).

Figure 1. A computation of M for the input word ab#ba.

3. Centralized versus non-centralized PCRA systems
As centralized PCRA systems are a special case of non-centralized PCRA systems, it is clear that non-centralized systems are at least as powerful as centralized
systems. Therefore, it remains to determine whether the property of centralization actually decreases the expressive power of PCRA systems. For example, this
phenomenon occurs in the setting of (synchronous) deterministic parallel communicating ﬁnite automata [1] and for PC grammar systems with regular or linear
components [2]. Here we will show that in the case of PCRA systems, centralized
systems have the same expressive power as non-centralized systems with the same
type of components.
This result will be proved in two main steps. First, we establish it by introducing
an additional component that serves as the master of the new system. Then, we
present a construction that allows us to get rid of the additional component, in
this way obtaining a centralized system of the same degree and with the same type
of components as the given non-centralized system.
Proposition 3.1. For any X ∈ T and any n ≥ 2, one can eﬀectively construct
a centralized PC-X-system M of degree n + 1 from a given PC-X-system M of
degree n such that L(M ) = L(M) holds.
Proof. Let X ∈ T , and let M = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) be a PC-X-system of degree n,
(i)
where Mi = (Qi , Σ, Γi , c| , $, q0 , k, δi ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). From M we construct a central
ized PC-X-system M = (M, M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) such that L(M) = L(M ). Here,
M is a new master component that controls all communications of M , that is,
while M1 , . . . , Mn can communicate with each other, M1 , . . . , Mn can only communicate with M . The main idea is that the master M cyclically asks the clients
M1 , . . . , Mn about their current situations. For this, it will be important to ensure
that computation loops and communication deadlocks of the clients do not cause
the master to get stuck.
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In the following, we describe the behaviour of the components M1 , . . . , Mn ,
and then we give the formal deﬁnition. Afterwards we do the same for the new
master component. The bracketed annotations refer to the corresponding part of
the deﬁnition below.
The clients are modiﬁed as follows: the operations MVR, Restart, and rewrite
are retained unchanged (A1). Observe that there are exactly three possibilities
of how a local computation of a component Mi can end: it may accept (A4), it
may get stuck (A3), or it may reach a communication state (A5, A7). For these
situations the component Mi sends a corresponding message to the master by
entering an appropriate response state: [accept], [⊥], [req(j)] or [res(j, c)]. After
sending the response, the component is either stuck (if [accept] or [⊥] was sent) or
it enters a request state to await information from the master about the currently
simulated communication step. The original communication states are included in
the subscript (the local information) of the new communication states in order to
enable M to simulate the communication steps correctly.
By using MVL operations together with MVR operations, a client may get into
an inﬁnite loop during a local computation. This would lead to a deadlock of
the system, when the master tries to communicate with that component. This is
avoided as follows: whenever a component is about to perform a MVL operation,
it sends the message [mvl] to the master, stores the successor state within the
index of the communication state, and continues the local computation after this
communication has been completed (A2).
Formally, a component Mi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is obtained by modifying the transition
relation of Mi as follows. Here q, q  ∈ Qi , α is a possible content of the window,
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and c and d are strings:
A1. For all (q  , MVR) ∈ δi (q, α), (q  , MVR) ∈ δi (q, α) (analogously for Restart and
rewrite operations).
A2. For all (q  , MVL) ∈ δi (q, α),
• res[q ],[mvl] ∈ δi (q, α) and
• δi (ack[q ],[mvl] , α) = {(q  , MVL)}.

A3. For all δi (q, α) = ∅, δi (q, α) = {res[⊥] }.

A4. For all Accept ∈ δi (q, α), res[accept] ∈ δi (q, α).

A5. For req jd ∈ δi (q, α),
• res[req(j,d)],[req(j)] ∈ δi (q, α) and
• req[req(j,d)] ∈ δi (ack[req(j,d)],[req(j)] , α).
The local information d of the original communication state is stored within
the local information of the new communication state, but it is not sent to
the master. After sending the current communication state to the master,
Mi requests the information from the master of whether its communication
partner has sent a corresponding communication state. If the communication
partner does not do so, then Mi is stuck just like Mi in this situation.
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A6. For A ∈ δi (recjd,c , α), A ∈ δi (rec[req(j,d)],[res(j,c)] , α).
The action A can be performed by Mi , when the master tells it that the
communication partner Mj has sent the corresponding communication state.
A7. For resjd,c ∈ δi (q, α),
• res[res(j,d,c)],[res(j,c)] ∈ δi (q, α) and
• req[res(j,d,c)] ∈ δi (ack[res(j,d,c)],[res(j,c)], α).
This case is similar to A5.
A8. For A ∈ δi (ackjd,c , α), A ∈ δi (rec[res(j,d,c)],[req(j)] , α).
This case is similar to A6.
The sets of states of the modiﬁed components are given indirectly by the deﬁnition
of their transition relations. The initial state of Mi is the same as that of Mi except
in the special case that it is a communication state. If the initial state of Mi is reqjd
(or resjd,c ), then the initial state of Mi is res[req(j,d)],[req(j)] (or res[res(j,d,c)],[res(j,c)] ).
The master component M has communication states only. In its index (as local
information) each of these states contains a situation tuple that has a component
for each of the automata M1 to Mn . For example, the tuple ∗, ⊥, res(1, c) describes the situation that the master does not (yet) know the current situation
of M1 (that is, the master still has to ask for it), M2 is stuck, and M3 wants to
send a response message to M1 with information c.
The initial state of the master is req1∗,...,∗ . Thus, initially the master does
not have any information about the current situations of the other components,
and M starts by asking M1 for the result of its local computation. Observe that
the superscript of the communication state does indeed refer to the index of the
corresponding component and not to its position within the system M . In the
following the master asks all components for which its current situation tuple
contains the symbol ∗ for the results of their local computations by contacting
them one after the other in a cyclic manner. If the current situation tuple is

t1 , t2 , . . . , tn , and if Mm
is the last component that the master has communicated

with, then the next component Mm
 to be contacted is chosen as follows. If N1 =
{ i | m < i ≤ n ∧ ti = ∗ } and N2 = { i | 1 ≤ i < m ∧ ti = ∗ }, then



m =

min(N1 ), if N1 = ∅,
min(N2 ), if N1 = ∅ ∧ N2 = ∅.

If there is no ∗ left in the situation tuple, and hence, N1 = N2 = ∅, then the
system M is stuck, and therewith the current computation does not accept. In

addition, observe that the successor component Mm
 is obtained deterministically
if it exists.
As in the centralized system M each communication step must involve the
master M , the communication steps between two components Mi and Mj of the
original system M must be simulated by a sequence of communication steps between Mi and the master M and between Mj and the master M . This will be
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done in such a way that the master controls and forwards all communication demands. The information about the original communication demand (component
Mi enters state reqjd or resjc,d ) is ﬁrst stored within the situation tuple of the master (see B3 “otherwise” and B6 “otherwise” below). When the master receives
a corresponding message from Mj , it immediately informs both communication
partners about the respective other message (see B3 “if” to B5 and B6 “if” to B8
below). After these communication steps have been performed, the symbol ∗ is
stored in the new situation tuple for both communication partners, and then M
continues with asking the next component (see above). Moreover, when receiving
the message [mvl], the master just goes on with communicating with the (cyclic)

successor component without changing the information about Mm
in its situation

tuple (B9). Therefore, Mm will be asked again after the master has communicated
with all other components that are not yet stuck or waiting in a communication

state. In between, Mm
continues performing local computation steps. Finally, if
the master receives the information [accept] from some component, then it accepts
itself, and therewith the system M accepts (B1).
Below the formal deﬁnition of the transition function of the master M is given,
where the transitions are deﬁned for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n:
B1. δ(recm
t1 ,...,tn ,[accept] , α) = Accept,


m
B2. δ(recm
t1 ,...,tn ,[⊥] , α) = reqt1 ,...,tm−1 ,⊥,tm+1 ,...,tn  ,
m
B3. δ(rect1 ,...,tn ,[req(j)] , α) =

resm
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,req(j),tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,res(m,c),tj+1 ,...,tn ,[res(j,c)] , if tj = res(m, c)

reqm
otherwise,
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,req(j),tm+1 ,...,tn  ,
B4. δ(ackm
,
α)
=
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,req(j),tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,res(m,c),tj+1 ,...,tn ,[res(j,c)]

resjt1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn ,[req(m)] ,

B5. δ(ackjt1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn ,[req(m)] , α) =


reqm
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn  ,
, α) =
B6. δ(recm
 t1 ,...,tn ,[res(j,c)]
if tj = req(m),
resm
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,res(j,c),tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,req(m),tj+1 ,...,tn ,[req(j)]
m
reqt1 ,...,tm−1 ,res(j,c),tm+1 ,...,tn 
otherwise,
m
B7. δ(ackt1 ,...,tm−1 ,res(j,c),tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,req(m),tj+1 ,...,tn ,[req(j)] , α) =
resjt1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn ,[res(m,c)] ,

B8. δ(ackjt1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn ,[res(m,c)] , α) =


reqm
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tj−1 ,∗,tj+1 ,...,tn  .



m
B9. δ(recm
t1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tn ,[mvl] , α) = {reqt1 ,...,tm−1 ,∗,tm+1 ,...,tn  }.

Finally, whenever a component Mi reaches the accepting conﬁguration, then Mi
enters the state res[accept] , and M and therewith M accepts the input. In particular,
even if one component (or more) is in an inﬁnite loop of computation, M continues
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with asking all components cyclically. On the other hand, if none of the components
reaches the accepting conﬁguration, then none of the components M1 to Mn can
enter the state res[accept] , and thus, M cannot reach the accepting conﬁguration,
and M does not accept the input. Hence, L(M) = L(M ), which completes the
proof.

In the construction presented in the proof of Propositions 3.1, the master component is introduced as an additional component of the centralized PCRA system.
Thus, the simulating centralized PCRA system M has more components than
the non-centralized PCRA system M being simulated. However, we can actually
get rid of this extra component. Observe that the master component in the above
construction does not perform any local computation steps at all, that is, it does
not access its tape at all. Hence, we can combine the master with component M1
into a new component M̂1 that is essentially the direct product of M and M1 .
However, the situation is complicated by the fact that M1 may perform restart
steps, during which its internal state is reset to its initial state. Accordingly, also
M̂1 will have to perform restart steps, causing it to lose all information about the
situation tuple that is currently stored by its subcomponent M . To overcome this
problem, we need another component, say M2 , that stores the information about
the situation tuple immediately before M̂1 performs a restart step, so that M̂1 can
restore this information immediately after completing a restart step by requesting
it from M2 . Based on this idea, the following result can be derived.
Proposition 3.2. For any X ∈ T and any n ≥ 2, one can eﬀectively construct a
centralized PC-X-system M of degree n from a given PC-X-system M of degree n
such that L(M ) = L(M) holds.
Proof. For simplicity transitions of the form q ∈ δ(p, α) are used in this proof, such
that a component can change its internal state without performing any operation
on the tape. It can be easily shown by successive elimination of these transitions
that each system that uses this kind of transitions can be transformed into an
equivalent system without such transitions.
Now, let M = (M, M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) be the centralized system that was constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Since the master component M only
performs communication steps independently of its tape content, we merge M
and M1 to a new component M̂1 in the ﬁrst step of this proof. However, in order
to ensure that M̂1 does not lose the information on the actual state of M when
performing a restart, we use annotated restart states for M̂1 , that is, we take M̂1 to
be a non-forgetting X-automaton (see, e.g., [8]). This annotation will be eliminated
in the second part of the proof.
(1)
Each computation of M̂1 starts with the new initial state (req1∗,...,∗ , q0 ), which
combines the original initial states of M and M1 . Now, M̂1 behaves as follows.
Whenever M wants to communicate with M1 (as for the initial state) and the
latter is still not in a communication state, M̂1 keeps the current state of M and
simulates the computation of M1 until M1 reaches a corresponding communication
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state:
δ̂1 ((req1d , q), α) = {((req1d , q  ), MVR) | (q  , MVR) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
∪{((req1d , q  ), MVL) | (q  , MVL) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
∪{((req1d , q  ), β) | (q  , β) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
(1)
∪{(Restart, (req1d , q0 )) | Restart ∈ δ1 (q, α)},
δ̂1 ((res1d,c , q), α) = {((res1d,c , q  ), MVR) | (q  , MVR) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
∪{((res1d,c , q  ), MVL) | (q  , MVL) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
∪{((res1d,c , q  ), β) | (q  , β) ∈ δ1 (q, α)}
(1)
∪{(Restart, (res1d,c , q0 )) | Restart ∈ δ1 (q, α)}.
As mentioned before, the restart operation is annotated by a state. If M1 enters
a corresponding communication state, then the communication step between M
and M1 is resolved by M̂1 :
δ̂1 ((req1d , resd ,c ), α) = {(rec1d,c , ackd ,c )},
δ̂1 ((res1d,c , reqd ), α) = {(ack1d,c, recd ,c )}.
If M1 does not reach a corresponding communication state, then M̂1 is blocked
in the system M just as the master M is in this situation. Thereafter, the next
communication step of M is initiated immediately. For communications between
M and M1 we therefore deﬁne:
δ̂1 ((rec1d,c , ackd ,c ), α) = {(p, ackd ,c ) | p ∈ δ(rec1d,c , α)},
δ̂1 ((ack1d,c , recd ,c ), α) = {(p, recd ,c ) | p ∈ δ(ack1d,c, α)}.
For communications between M and any other component, M̂1 enters the according communication state and, moreover, keeps the current internal state of M1
within the local information of its communication state:
δ̂1 ((reqid , q), α) = {reqi[d,q] },
δ̂1 (reci[d,q],c , α) = {(p, q) | p ∈ δ1 (recid,c , α)},
δ̂1 ((resid,c , q), α) = {resi[d,q],c},
δ̂1 (acki[d,q],c , α) = {(p, q) | p ∈ δ1 (ackid,c , α)},
for i = 2, . . . , n.
Above, we used annotations for the restart operations of M̂1 in order to not
lose its current internal state during the restarts. Now, in the second part of
the proof, we construct a system M = (M̂1 , M2 , M3 , . . . , Mn ), where we modify
M̂1 and M2 in such a way that this annotation is not necessary anymore. The
basic idea is that M̂1 controls the computation of M2 in the following sense: M2
always requests instructions from M̂1 . There are only two diﬀerent situations, in
which M2 has to execute computation steps: either M̂1 needs M2 for storing its
current state during a restart operation, or M̂1 wants to simulate a communication
between M̂1 and M2 . In the second case it is important that M2 simulates the local
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computation of M2 in order to be able to enter a corresponding communication
state. Observe that M2 is not allowed to communicate with any other component
since M is centralized. To synchronize M̂1 and M2 their new initial states are

req2R and res (2)
(1) . This shows that M̂1 requests its last entered
1
[q0 ],[(req∗,...,∗ ,q0 )]
state after each restart operation (“R” for restart), and M2 initially sends the
original initial state of M̂1 to M̂1 . Together with the deﬁnition of
p ∈ δ̂1 (rec2R,[p] , α) and req[q] ∈ δ2 (ack

, β)
1
(1)
[q],[(req∗,...,∗ ,q0 )]

for all p ∈ Q̂1 , q ∈ Q2 , and all possible window contents α and β, the beginning
(1)
of each computation leads to the conﬁguration ((req1∗,...,∗ , q0 )c| w$, req (2) c| w$,
(3)
(n)
q0 c| w$, . . . , q0 c| w$)

[q0 ]

for an input word w.

Each annotated transition of the form (Restart, r) ∈ δˆ1 (p, α) is replaced by:
res2R,[r] ∈ δ̂1 (p, α),
Restart ∈ δ̂1 (ack2R,[r] , α),

res[q],[r] ∈ δ2 (rec[q],[r] , β),
req[q] ∈ δ2 (ack[q],[r] , β),

for all q ∈ Q2 and all window contents β. Whenever M̂1 executes a restart operation, then M̂1 sends the annotation to M2 , executes the restart, and requests the
state back from M2 . Meanwhile, M2 only receives the state from M̂1 and sends it
back immediately.
To start the local computation of M2 and simulate a communication between
M̂1 and M2 , the transition q ∈ δ2 (rec[q],L , β) is added for all q ∈ Q2 and all possible
window contents β, where the message “L” stands for “local computation”.
Whenever M̂1 enters a communication state that initiates a communication with
M2 , then M̂1 sends the message “L” to M2 , M2 simulates the local computation
of M2 until it enters a corresponding communication state, and ﬁnally the communication is resolved. A special situation occurs when M2 performs a restart for
itself. In this case, M2 sends the initial state to M̂1 , M̂1 ignores this and replies
to M2 with the message “L”, and M2 continues its local computation while M̂1
waits for the communication answer again. Formally, all transitions of the form
req2d ∈ δ̂1 (p, α) of M̂1 and resd ,c ∈ δ2 (q, β) of M2 are replaced by:
res2req(d),L ∈ δ̂1 (p, α),
req2req(d) ∈ δ̂1 (ack2req(d),L , α),
rec2d,c ∈ δ̂1 (rec2req(d),res(c) , α),
2
resreq(d),L ∈ δ̂1 (rec2req(d),[res
res[ack  ],res(c) ∈ δ2 (q, β),
d ,c
req[ack  ] ∈ δ2 (ack[ack
d ,c

(2)
1
(1) ]
[q0 ],[(req∗,...,∗ ,q0 )]

d ,c ],res(c)

, β).

, α),
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Moreover, replace res2d,c ∈ δ̂1 (p, α) and reqd ∈ δ2 (q, β) by:
res2res(d,c),L ∈ δ̂1 (p, α),
req2res(d,c) ∈ δ̂1 (ack2res(d,c),L, α),
res2d,c ∈ δ̂1 (rec2res(d,c),req , α),
2
resres(d,c),L ∈ δ̂1 (rec2res(d,c),[res

(2)
1
(1) ]
[q0 ],[(req∗,...,∗ ,q0 )]

, α),

resrec(d ),req ∈ δ2 (q, β),
reqrec(d ) ∈ δ2 (ackrec(d ),req , β),
req[rec  ] ∈ δ2 (recrec(d ),c , β).
d ,c

In summary, if any of the components of the non-centralized system reaches the
accepting conﬁguration, then component M of system M accepts the input. Then,
also M̂1 , M̂1 , and therefore M accept due to the above construction. On the
other hand, if none of the components of M accepts the input, then also none
of the components of M can reach the accepting conﬁguration. Hence, L(M ) =
L(M).

The PCRA system that is obtained from the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2
is not only centralized, but it also has the property that it accepts if and only if
its ﬁrst component accepts. Hence, we can summarize the results presented in this
section as follows.
Theorem 3.3. For all X ∈ T and all n ≥ 2, L(cPC-X(n)) = L(PC-X(n)) and,
moreover, one can eﬀectively construct a centralized PC-X-system M of degree n
from a given PC-X-system M of degree n such that L(M ) = L(M), and M
accepts with its ﬁrst component.

4. Comparison to restarting automata
From the deﬁnition of acceptance by PCRA systems, the following closure properties are easily obtained.
Proposition 4.1. For all X ∈ T , the classes L(PC-X) and L(det-PC-X) are closed
under union and intersection.
As DCFL ⊆ L(det-R) (see [6]) this yields the following results.
Proposition 4.2.
(a) Every ﬁnite union of deterministic context-free languages is accepted by a detPC-R-system that does not use any communication steps.
(b) Every ﬁnite intersection of deterministic context-free languages is accepted by
a det-PC-R-system that only uses a constant number of communication steps.
In fact, the number of communication steps used is at most the degree of the
system minus one.
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Proof. (b) Let L = m
i=1 Di , where D1 , . . . , Dm are deterministic context-free languages, and for each i = 1, . . . , m, let Mi be a det-R-automaton that accepts Di .

Then we form the system M = (M1 , . . . , Mm
) that proceeds as follows. On in
put w, each of the components Mi checks whether w belongs to the language Di .
For i ≥ 2, if w ∈ Di , then Mi sends a corresponding message to M1 , which accepts
if w ∈ D1 and if it has obtained corresponding messages from all components M2

to Mm
.

Thus, we see that the language L = { an bn | n ≥ 0 } ∪ { an bm | m > 2n ≥ 0 }
is accepted by a det-PC-R-system with two components (even without communication). But L cannot be accepted by any one-way restarting automaton without
auxiliary symbols (see [13]). Hence, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.3. For all X ∈ {R, RR, RW, RRW},
L(det-X) ⊂ L(det-PC-X(2)) and L(X) ⊂ L(PC-X(2)).
For restarting automata with auxiliary symbols, that is, for automata of
type RWW, RRWW, RLWW, det-RWW, det-RRWW, or det-RLWW, we have the
following results. Recall that RLW- (RRW-, RW-) automata are just RLWW(RRWW-, RWW-) automata that cannot use auxiliary symbols.
Proposition 4.4.
(a) L(RLWW) ⊆ L(PC-RLW(2)), (d) L(det-RLWW) ⊆ L(det-PC-RLW(2)),
(b) L(RRWW) ⊆ L(PC-RRW(2)), (e) L(det-RRWW) ⊆ L(det-PC-RRW(2)),
(c) L(RWW) ⊆ L(PC-RW(2)), (f) L(det-RWW) ⊆ L(det-PC-RW(2)).
Proof. Assume that L is accepted by a (deterministic) R(R)WW-automaton.
Hence, as shown in [12], there exist a (deterministic) R(R)W-automaton M and
a regular language R such that L = L(M ) ∩ R. The proof of that result can also
be applied to RLWW-automata [13]. Moreover, the class of regular languages is a
subset of L(det-R). Hence, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that L is accepted by a
(deterministic) PC-R(R)W-system, PC-RLW-system respectively, of degree 2. 

5. Comparison to PC systems of finite automata
To obtain a lower bound for the computational power of PCRA systems, we
consider the weakest systems, that is, PC systems of R-automata with window
size one (PC-R(n, 1)-systems). Restarting automata of type R with window size
one are known to characterize the regular languages [9]. Thus, the question is
natural as to whether PC-R(n, 1)-systems have the same expressive power as PC
systems of ﬁnite automata (PCFA systems, for short). We will see that, although
the components of both types of PC systems accept the same class of languages,
that is, the regular languages, PC-R(n, 1)-systems are more powerful than PCFA
systems of degree n.
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It is known that PCFA systems correspond to one-way multi-head ﬁnite automata [7], and that (deterministic) two-way multi-head ﬁnite automata characterize the complexity classes L and NL, that is, the class of languages that are
accepted by deterministic, respectively by nondeterministic, Turing machines with
a logarithmic space bound [5]. Here we give an informal deﬁnition of multi-head
ﬁnite automata and then use this model to obtain our simulation results.
A nondeterministic two-way n-head ﬁnite automaton A (a 2-NFA(n), for short)
consists of a ﬁnite control and an input tape with n read-only heads. Initially, A
is in the initial state, the input word is placed on the tape enclosed by a left and a
right end marker, and all heads are set on the leftmost position of the tape, that
is, on the left end marker. Depending on the current state that is stored within the
ﬁnite control and the currently read symbols of all heads, A changes the state and
moves the heads one step to the right, one step to the left, or keeps their positions.
An input word w is accepted by A if and only if there exists a computation of
A that starts with the initial conﬁguration on input w and that halts in a ﬁnal
state after a ﬁnite number of computational steps. The language accepted by A is
denoted by L(A), which consists of all accepted words.
If there exists at most one possible computation step in each situation, then
we say that A is a deterministic n-head ﬁnite automaton, 2-DFA(n) for short.
Moreover, if no head movements to the left are possible, then A is a one-way nhead ﬁnite automaton, denoted as 1-DFA(n) in the deterministic case or 1-NFA(n)
in the nondeterministic case. The class of all languages that are accepted by n-head
ﬁnite automata of type X ∈ {2-NFA, 2-DFA, 1-NFA, 1-DFA} is denoted by L(X(n)),
and the class of languages that are accepted by multi-head
ﬁnite automata with

any ﬁnite number of heads is denoted by L(X) = n≥1 L(X(n)).
Proposition 5.1. For all n ≥ 2,
(a) L(DPCFA(n)) = L(1-DFA(n)) ⊂ L(det-PC-R(n, 1)).
(b) L(PCFA(n)) = L(1-NFA(n)) ⊂ L(PC-R(n, 1)).
(c)
L(2-DFA(n)) ⊆ L(det-PC-RL(n, 1)).
(d)
L(2-NFA(n)) ⊆ L(PC-RL(n, 1)).
Proof. The equalities were shown in [7]. The inclusions can be shown by direct simulation. Let A be a nondeterministic two-way n-head ﬁnite automaton. A PCRA
system M = (M1 , M2 , . . . , Mn ) of type PC-RL(n, 1) can simulate A as follows.
The ﬁrst component simulates the ﬁrst head of A and determines the transitions
to be simulated, while the components M2 , . . . , Mn are used to simulate the other
n − 1 heads of A. For doing so, M1 asks M2 to Mn for the symbols they currently
read, then it determines the transition of A to be simulated, and sends M2 to Mn
the information about their head movements. The PCRA system M is deterministic if A is. Moreover, M consists of one-way components only, if A is a one-way
multi-head ﬁnite automaton. In the one-way case, the inclusions are proper, as
the marked mirror language Lpal is not accepted by any one-way multi-head ﬁnite
automaton, but it is accepted by some det-PC-R(2, 1)-system (see Example 2.1).
For details concerning this simulation see the proceedings of NCMA 2012 [17]. 
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From Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following consequences.
Corollary 5.2. (a) L = L(2-DFA) ⊆ L(det-PC-RL).
(b) NL = L(2-NFA) ⊆ L(PC-RL).
From the linear space bound for restarting automata and PCRA systems, we
obtain the following upper bound for the expressive power of PCRA systems.
Proposition 5.3. L(PC-RLWW) ⊆ CSL.

6. Conclusion
We have introduced PC systems of restarting automata. Our main result shows
that, for all types X of restarting automata, centralized PCRA systems of type
X and degree n ≥ 2 can simulate non-centralized PCRA systems of type X and
degree n. Thus, for these kinds of PC systems, the property of being centralized
is not a restriction. In the case of one-way restarting automata without auxiliary
symbols, we have seen that systems with two components are already more expressive than restarting automata of the same type. Further, restarting automata
with auxiliary symbols can be simulated by PCRA systems without auxiliary symbols with only two components. Moreover, we have established a lower bound for
the computational power of PCRA systems with one-way components through the
class of languages that are accepted by PC systems of ﬁnite automata. For PCRA
systems with two-way components, the complexity classes L and NL are lower
bounds in the deterministic and in the nondeterministic case, respectively, and
the class CSL is clearly an upper bound for all types of PCRA systems. However,
it remains open whether CSL is a proper superset of the language classes accepted
by PCRA systems. Also it remains open whether the most general PCRA systems,
that is, the PC-RRWW- and PC-RLWW-systems, are more powerful than RRWWor RLWW-automata. It is known that these two types of restarting automata accept the same class of languages. Does a corresponding result also hold for the
PCRA systems of these types? As even the weakest types of PCRA systems, those
with deterministic R-automata as components, accept quite complicated languages
(e.g., the copy language, the exponential language, languages with crossed dependencies), we could not yet ﬁnd any (context-sensitive) language that cannot be
accepted by any PCRA system. In this context, it also remains the problem of
whether the language classes accepted by PCRA systems of type X form a strict
hierarchy based on the number of components.
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